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User access screening
Identify your risk hotspots in a matter of days
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CUSTOMER CASE

We provided our client with a detailed report of 
the key access risks in just a couple of days and 
gave them access to our platform so they could 
dig a little deeper into the results themselves.

As so many organizations, our client, active in the 
manufacturing industry, wanted insights in its 
current IT risk posture. 

They knew they had too little control over the 
accounts and their accesses, but had no 
comprehensive overview of the situation. As a 
result, they didn’t know exactly what the situation 
was and where the biggest risks were located. 
That, in turn, kept them from convincing 
management to free up resources in order to take 
action.

SUMMARY

To help the client, we performed an in-depth 
analysis of the key access risks residing in and 
across their most important applications, and 
provided them with a report including our findings 
and recommendations. In just 3 days of work, this 
enabled them to understand their access risks and 
gave them objective numbers to support 
decision-making with regard to next steps. 

RESULT

Using technology to perform an in-depth analysis 
gave our client the insights they needed to 
understand their access risks and enabled them to 
let others understand them as well. 

They used these insights to support the 
development of the identity roadmap. First stop: 
clean-up to improve the IT risk posture. 

IMPACT
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User access 
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Decide 
on next steps

1. Define scope 2. Collect data

Standard 
export formats

3. Analysis 4. Interpretation

Elimity identity 
intelligence platform

We provided our client with a detailed report of the key access risks in just a couple of days and gave them 
access to our platform so they could dig a little deeper into the results themselves.

APPROACH

● Focus on actual risk ● Data-driven
We put identity and access data to work with 
our dedicated technology allowing for a more 
cost-efficient but also more in-depth analysis 
of the IT risk posture.

● Non-invasive
We conduct the screening without impacting 
operational systems. There’s no need to 
deploy agents or make changes to the 
infrastructure.

We started with defining the scope of the 
screening. As our client was particularly concerned 
about orphaned accounts and their use for attacks 
such as ransomware, the screening at least had to 
cover those applications so that orphaned 
accounts could be detected. On top of that, we 
identified the applications where most of the 
relevant identity data resides. The scope: Active 
Directory, SAP HR and SAP ERP. They didn’t have 
a dedicated IAM system yet, otherwise that would 
have been part of the scope as well. 
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Collect data
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Define scope
We then collected and consolidated the relevant 
identity data from those applications in our 
platform. To avoid setting up costly data 
connections specifically for this screening, we 
quickly imported the data from the standard 
export formats of these systems (i.e., Excel sheets 
and CSV files) using our out-of-the-box and 
custom connectors. 

As opposed to typical IAM assessments, 
we don't focus on the presence of 
governance processes, but on the actual IT 
risk present in the existing accounts and 
their accesses. This allows the customer to 
prioritize clean-up efforts for maximal risk 
reduction and efficiently introduce 
governance processes later on.
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Interpretation
Our platform allowed us to dig a little deeper into 
the results to investigate the inherent risk 
associated with the findings. This allowed our 
team of experts to understand the nature of the 
risks and enabled them to interpret the results and 
provide recommendations in terms of priorities.
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Risk scores

Priorities

Analysis
With powerful identity analytics and a 
comprehensive set of out-of-the-box controls, our 
platform instantly measures the results for various 
key access risks (see figure below). For some 
controls customization took place in terms of 
modification of some out-of-the-box controls and 
creation of several new controls specific for their 
operations.
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In most cases, the screenings we perform include orphaned 
accounts, privileged accounts, access accumulation, identity 
hygiene and role hygiene. However, some of our clients also 
want to assess how well their SoD policies are being followed 
in practice. That requires different input from the client than 
the identity data, namely the SoD policies themselves. As a 
result, this is often considered as a dedicated project. A 
similar way of working is often followed in case of assessing 
heavy, overarching specific policies.

Read more about the 8 key identity indicators
(www.elimity.com/prove-control-guide)

Get in touchWant increased visibility in your access risks?
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https://go.elimity.com/to/prove-control-guide?utm_source=caseidentityass&utm_medium=buttonPDF
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